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Iron-boron pairs in crystalline silicon are studied by measuring the recombination lifetime as a
function of injection density, doping concentration, and temperature. The characteristic crossover
point of the injection-level-dependent carrier lifetime curves measured before and after optical
dissociation of the iron-boron pairs is analyzed to determine the energy level as well as the electronand hole-capture cross sections of the acceptor level of iron-boron pairs, assuming known
recombination parameters for interstitial iron. The doping concentration dependence of the
crossover point gives an electron-capture cross section of 1.4±0.2 10−14 cm2, while the
temperature dependence results in a hole-capture cross section in the range from 0.5
10−15 to 2.5 10−15 cm2 and an energy level of 0.26 ±0.02 eV below the conduction-band
edge. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.1897489
I. INTRODUCTION

The recombination properties of iron and iron-boron
pairs play an important role in silicon device technology.1
FeB pairs occur naturally in iron-contaminated, boron-doped
p-type silicon wafers as an equilibrium state. These pairs can
be dissociated by energy supply e.g., illumination, current
injection, or heating into positively charged interstitial iron
Fe+i and negatively charged substitutional boron B−s . After
ceasing the energy supply, the equilibrium state is reached
due to an association process, driven by Coulombic attraction between the mobile interstitial iron and the immobile
substitutional boron ion.1,2 As recently reviewed by Istratov
et al.3 deep-level transient spectroscopy DLTS shows that
there are at least two different energy levels related to FeB
pairs, one shallow donor level at EV + 0.1 eV and one acceptor level between EC − 0.23 and EC −0.29 eV. The latter state
is believed to be the dominant recombination center, as it is
deeper.
In order to characterize any defect and its impact on the

boron-doped iron-contaminated silicon wafers results in very
different injection-level-dependent lifetime curves for the
dissociated and the associated FeB state, leading to a welldefined characteristic crossover point.8
The simultaneous determination of the three FeB parameters, i.e., the electron- and hole-capture cross sections
n FeB and p FeB and the energy level E FeB , by fitting
the injection-level-dependent experimental curves using
Shockley–Read–Hall SRH theory9,10 is ambiguous and suffers from large uncertainties, particularly because additional
knowledge about the total iron concentration is necessary.
Therefore, in this paper we apply an approach, which is
independent of the total iron concentration, to determine the
acceptor energy level and capture cross sections of FeB pairs
by analyzing the position of the crossover point as a function
of doping level and temperature. Our method only utilizes
the accurately known electronic parameters of interstitial
iron, which can be regarded as an internal calibration standard.
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other recombination processes e.g., Auger recombination,
radiative recombination . The pairing reaction of iron-boron
pairs
Fei + + Bs

−

FeiBs

0

2

can be regarded as a chemical equilibrium reaction. Thus, in
reality we neither deal with a pure dissociated nor with a
pure associated state, but mixed states with a certain fraction
of the total iron content being in the form of interstitial iron
N Fei and a certain fraction being bound to boron
N FeB .
Therefore, we can write Eq. 1 more precisely in the
form
1
SRH,as

FeB

+

1
SRH,as

Fei

=

1
SRH,dis

FeB

+

1
SRH,dis

Fei

.
3

Using SRH statistics for Eq. 3 Refs. 9 and 10 gives a
third-order polynomial in the injection level n, with only
one physical solution for the crossover point nCOP. The
detailed calculations are given in Appendix A, where we also
show that for a p-type boron-doped silicon wafer with doping concentration p0 1014 cm−3 the following simplified expression holds:

4
In the derivation of Eq. 4 we have used that p Fei is
much smaller than all other capture cross sections involved.3
Furthermore, a possible temperature dependence of the capture cross sections is not taken into account by our model.
According to Eq. 4 , nCOP can be split up into a dopingdependent part nDD left-hand term in Eq. 4 and a
temperature-dependent part nTD right-hand term in Eq.
4 : nCOP = nDD + nTD.
Hence, by measuring the crossover point nCOP for
samples of different doping densities p 0 at a constant temperature, we are able to determine the prefactor −1
n FeB
−1
− −1
n Fei / p Fei in the doping-dependent part in Eq. 4 .

any surface damage and contamination, 56Fe is implanted
using a low-energy implanter
70 keV . In order to obtain
a uniform iron distribution throughout the bulk, the samples
are annealed at 900 ° C for 1 h. The implantation doses are
1012 cm−2 for the 25- cm sample and 1011 cm−2 for all
other samples. For a 300- m-thick wafer these doses correspond to a total iron concentration of 3 1013 and 3
1012 cm−3, respectively. Both values are below the solubility limit of Fei in Si at 900 ° C 5 1013 cm−3 .3 Hence, the
applied doses are not expected to create significant iron precipitates. Precipitation could especially occur at the Si/ SiO2
interface during annealing. This is avoided by removing the
native oxide prior to the annealing and adding nitrogen gas
during the furnace process to avoid oxidation. By rapid cooling in air, the iron is frozen in its interstitial state. Although
the implantation energy is quite low, to avoid implantation
damage in the silicon lattice, several microns of silicon are
etched off the wafer surface after the annealing to remove the
implanted region and to make sure that the lifetime measurements are not distorted due to nonuniform iron distributions
caused by gettering sites.
Finally, the samples are passivated by plasma-enhanced
chemical-vapor deposition PECVD of silicon nitride
390 ° C for 10 min . Since precipitation problems are
avoided at this relatively low temperature and short deposition time, this method has a clear advantage over other passivation techniques such as oxidation, which operate at
higher temperatures. Furthermore, PECVD SiN films provide a very low surface recombination velocity and are also
stable under light exposure and temperature treatment below
250 ° C. Therefore, these SiN films are most suitable for bulk
lifetime measurements.11

B. Measurement technique

We apply the contactless quasi-steady-state photoconductance QSSPC technique12 to measure the injectionlevel-dependent effective carrier lifetimes of our ironcontaminated samples. Carrier generation is caused by the
light of a photo-flash light source Quantum QFlash X2 . The
flash decays exponentially with a time constant of about
2.1 ms, which is over two orders of magnitude greater than
the measured lifetimes. Hence, quasi-steady-state conditions
prevail.
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FIG. 1. Injection-level-dependent carrier lifetime curves of a 0.26- cm
iron-implanted boron-doped silicon wafer measured with the QSSPC
method at a constant temperature of 306 K. The curves show different
injection-level dependencies for different times after light-soaking, leading
to a characteristic crossover point.

range of interest is well-above injection densities of
1013 cm−3. Hence, trapping does not affect our lifetime data.
The original QSSPC setup Sinton Consulting, Inc has
been complemented with a temperature-controlled stage in
order to enable temperature-dependent lifetime measurements.14 The sample is positioned onto a Pyrex™ glass disk,
which is located about 1 mm away from the top of the
photoconductance-sensor coil by means of insulating spacers. The sample can be heated via contact to a brass ring,
which is heated using a resistive element. The heating power
is adjusted by a proportional controller and the sample temperature is measured by a thermocouple mounted on its surface. A slight temperature increase of the coil, which could
occur in spite of good thermal isolation of the sample stage,
does not affect the calibration of the rf bridge circuit and,
hence, does not hamper the measurement.14
In order to determine the crossover point, we dissociate
the FeB pairs by illuminating the iron-implanted silicon
samples for about 2 min with light from a halogen lamp
intensity 0.5 W / cm2 . The sample is placed on a cooled
aluminum block 10 ° C to avoid a significant temperature
increase, since this would result in a faster association after
switching off the light source.2 After light-soaking, we measure the injection-level-dependent recombination lifetime
n using the QSSPC method.12 We repeat the measure-
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FIG. 2. Crossover point for samples of different doping concentrations.
According to theory, the crossover point depends linearly on the doping
concentration. The slope of the linear fit gives the prefactor of the dopingdependent part nDD see Eq. 4 , and therefore the electron capture cross
section n FeB of iron-boron pairs.

1014 cm−3 of the crossover point can be determined accurately. The same kind of measurement is performed for all
samples 0.26, 0.6, 1, and 25 cm .
As shown in Fig. 2, plotting the crossover point over the
doping concentration shows a linear dependence as expected
from the theory. According to Eq. 4 , the slope of the linear
fit obtained using the Lewenberg–Marquardt algorithm
gives the prefactor of p0, and the fit offset yields the
temperature-dependent part. Thus, using the reported values
of n Fei and p Fei ,3 we are able to determine the
electron-capture cross section of the FeB pair. The fit shown
in Fig. 2 results in an accurate value for n of 1.4±0.2
10−14 cm2. However, the value of p FeB still depends on
the energy level E FeB . Figure 3 shows the injection-leveldependent lifetime data for the 1- cm sample for two different temperatures 304 and 352 K . The shift of the crossover point to higher injection densities with increasing
temperature can clearly be observed. A separation of energy
level and hole-capture cross section is possible by
temperature-dependent measurements of n COP, according to
Eq. 4 . We consider the logarithm of n COP − n DD:
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FIG. 4. Temperature-dependent measurement of the crossover point for a
1- cm iron-implanted boron-doped silicon wafer. The Arrhenius plot of the
temperature-dependent part nTD = nCOP − nDD see Eq. 5 can be fitted
linearly. The slope of the linear fit yields the energy level E FeB of ironboron pairs, and the hole-capture cross section p FeB is determined from
the offset.

ln

n COP −
=−

−1
n

FeB −
−1
p

−1
n

Fei

Fei

EC − E FeB
+ ln
kT

p

p0

Fei NC
.
p FeB

5

As an example, the temperature-dependent experimental data
for the 1- cm sample Fe = 3.7 1012 cm−3 is plotted in
the form of Eq. 5 Arrhenius plot in Fig. 4, and a linear fit
gives p FeB . Measurement errors could occur due to temperature variations estimated to be smaller than 1 K in the
current experimental setup and inaccuracies in the determination of the crossover point estimated to be smaller than
0.2 1014 cm−3 .
According to Eq. 5 , the energy level E FeB is given
by the slope of the linear fit function, whereas the holecapture cross section p FeB can be calculated from the
offset, if p Fei is known. Using the reported value for
of 7 10−17 cm2,3 we obtain E FeB =EC
p Fei
− 0.26± 0.02 eV and p FeB 1.1 10−15 cm2. The uncertainty range for p FeB is less than one order of magnitude 0.5 10−15 – 2.5 10−15 cm2 . These values agree quite
well with values reported in the literature.3,4 In this experi-

ment, we do not account for a temperature dependence of
p FeB and p Fei , although the temperature dependence
of p Fei is known.3 However, assuming similar temperature dependencies for p FeB and p Fei , this dependence
is compensated in Eq. 5 , and taking the reported value for
p Fei at room temperature yields the corresponding value
for p FeB .
With the method described above, the value of E FeB
can be determined with an error of only 10%. The inaccuracy
in the n FeB determination is about 20%, whereas the
value for p FeB can only be given with an accuracy of
approximately one order of magnitude, which is comparable
to the uncertainty obtained in DLTS experiments. Without
making any assumptions on the values for p Fei and
n Fei , our method still allows for a determination of
E FeB
and the hole-capture cross section ratio
p Fei / p FeB =0.07 with an uncertainty range of 0.03–
0.14, as well as for a determination of p Fei 1 / n FeB
−1 / n Fei = 3.5±0.4 10−3. Table I shows a comparison
of our results COP stands for the crossover point measurement method with other reported values for E FeB ,
n FeB , and
p FeB . For Fei data see Ref. 3. While the
energy level E FeB agrees very well with the results obtained by other measurement techniques such as DLTS or
electron paramagnetic resonance EPR , this is not the case
for the capture cross sections. However, our values of
n FeB and
p FeB coincide very well with the results
obtained by injection-level-dependent lifetime spectroscopy
IDLS measurements.4 The uncertainty range for n FeB
and p FeB in Ref. 4 is given by 3 ±2 10−14 and
2 ±1 10−15 cm2, respectively.
A clear evidence for the accuracy of our method is that
we are able to fit all injection-level-dependent lifetime data
by applying our results for E FeB , n FeB , and p FeB to
SRH statistics. This is shown in Fig. 5 for a 1- cm ironimplanted boron-doped silicon wafer at 304 K . The simultaneous fitting of all three curves is possible with parameters
−14
E FeB =EC − 0.26 eV,
cm2,
and
n FeB = 1.4 10
−15
2
FeB
=
1.4
10
cm
.
A
comparison
to
the
values
in
p
Table I shows that there is only a small modification of
p FeB , well within the uncertainty range, necessary to fit
the data. The total iron concentration was set at NT = 2.8
1012 cm−3 for the fit, which deviates less than 15% from

TABLE I. Energy levels and capture cross sections for the acceptor state of FeB pairs in silicon. The values
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are the most frequently used dopants in p-type silicon and
iron is one of the most important impurities in silicon, our
method is applicable to many relevant situations.
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FIG. 5. Injection-level-dependent lifetime data QSSPC of an ironimplanted boron-doped silicon wafer 1 cm . The parameters E FeB ,
n FeB , and p FeB obtained in this work are applied to fit the data with
SRH statistics.

the estimated value of 2.5 1012 cm−3 implantation dose:
1011 cm−2, wafer thickness: 400 m , which is well within
the concentration uncertainty range of the ion implantation
technique. This shows that our method is also applicable to
determine the iron concentration in boron-doped silicon. The
free variables in the analysis are the ratios of the concentration of interstitial iron and iron-boron pairs NT Fei /
N T FeB , which were determined to be 1.55 dissociated
state , 0.33 intermediate state , and 0.08 associated state .
Further injection- and time-dependent measurements could
also give information about the association kinetics of FeB
pairs.

APPENDIX A: MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

Assuming negligible trapping of carriers, and hence n
= p, the carrier lifetime related to a single-level defect in
the band gap is, according to SRH theory, given by19
X

n =

n0

X p0 + p1 X + n +

X n0 + n1 X + n

,

p0 + n0 + n

A1
where X denotes the type of defect, i.e., Fei or FeB. We use
the same notation as Blakemore,19 i.e.,
p 1 X = NV exp −

E X − EV
,
kT

n1 X = NC exp −

EC − E X
kT

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a method for determining the recombination parameters energy level and electron- and holecapture cross sections of iron-boron pairs in silicon by analyzing the crossover point obtained from injection-leveldependent lifetime measurements before and after optical
dissociation. Our approach represents a good alternative to
DLTS in terms of determining the energy level. Compared to
the IDLS approach, i.e., fitting the injection-level-dependent
lifetime data using SRH theory, the advantage of our method
is its internal calibration based only on the well-known parameters for Fei. A more sophisticated model should also
take a possible temperature dependence of the capture cross

p0

n0

X =

thN

X

n

X

−1

,

,

p0

A2
X =

thN

X

p

X

−1

.

The values for the thermal velocity th and the effective densities of states in the conduction band NC and in the valence
band NV are taken from Ref. 20.
N X , E X , n X , and p X are the defect density, the
energy level, and the capture cross sections for electrons and
holes, respectively. In the following, we neglect all other
recombination processes e.g., Auger recombination, radiative recombination .
First, let us assume that all iron atoms are bound to
boron in the associated state and that a complete dissociation
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This expression can be further simplified see discussion below . As mentioned in the text, there are mixed states in
reality, but the total iron content N Fe = N Fei +N FeB always remains constant. Thus, we have
1
SRH,as

FeB

+

1
SRH,as

Fei

1

=

SRH,dis

FeB

+

1
SRH,dis

Fei

.
A5

cross sections of Fei and FeB and not on the iron concentration N Fe . Equation A6 has two other solutions, but they
are negative, and hence not of physical interest.
We consider a p-type boron-doped silicon wafer with
doping concentration p 0 1014 cm−3. n1 Fei 107 cm−3,
p1 Fei 1013 cm−3, p 1 FeB 104 cm−3,3 and n 0 106
cm−3 can be neglected in Eq. A4 . Thus, we obtain the simplified equation

The left-hand side of Eq. A5 corresponds to the state before, the right-hand side to the state after incomplete dissociation. Using Eq. A1 , we obtain after some rearrangements
n 3+

w FeB q Fei + w Fei q FeB
q Fei − q FeB
+
w FeB w Fei
w Fei − w FeB
n 2+

+

nCOP =

q Fei q FeB
w Fei w FeB

1

A6

with
wX ™

1
+
n X

1
,
p X
A7

p0 + p1 X
n0 + n1 X
qX ™
+
.
X
n
p X
This is a third-order polynomial, but instead of using Cardano’s formula for a general solution we check whether our
result from above Eq. A4 solves Eq. A6 . This is indeed
the case, so the general expression for the crossover point
becomes
nCOP =

q Fei − q FeB
.
w FeB − w Fei

−1
p

exp −

Fei

−1
n

Fei

p0 +

EC − E FeB
kT

p
p

.

Fei
NC
FeB
A9
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= 0,

FeB −

Additionally, we have used here that p Fei is much smaller
than all the other capture cross sections involved.3

q Fei − q FeB w FeB q Fei + w Fei q FeB
w Fei − w FeB w FeB w Fei
q Fei q FeB q Fei − q FeB
n+
w Fei w FeB w Fei − w FeB

−1
n

A8

Obviously, the crossover point depends only on the temperature, the doping density, the energy levels, and the capture

